165 Years of Bornemann
Providing innovative Engineered Solutions for the Next Century

The locksmith and metal workshop owned by the Bornemann family has been in operation in Obernkirchen for over 300 years. From this deep-rooted crafts tradition, the innovative machine manufacturing company Johann Heinrich Bornemann has evolved in the last 165 years.

1853 Founded by Johann Heinrich Bornemann

1934 Concentration on pump business, development and patent of the twin-screw pumps

1991 Development of high pressure series HP

1992 First application in Hygienic Industry with W5kse (SLH-1 series)

1993 Technical breakthrough patent multiphase pumps in field conditions

1994 Development of single flow screw pumps

1996 Launch of multiphase pump systems development | First multiphase pump systems installed

1997 Diversity pump series HP, HC etc.

1998 Development of multiphase pump systems | Launch of SLC (SLH-2 Series)

2000 First wet gas application (more than 99% GVF)

2001 Market entry of food & sanitary pumps

2004 Launch of SLH-3 Series

2005 Pipeline projects with high pressure transfer pumps

2006 Multiphase single flow for single well application

2007 First SMPC subsea-multiphase pump

2009 Largest multiphase pump MW 11 (capacity 5000 m³/h) worldwide | Largest twin screw pump HC 370 (capacity 2800 m³/h) worldwide

2011 Worldwide record twin screw pump HC 500 (capacity 5000 m³/h)

2012 New generation of SLH food & sanitary series pump | Launch of SLH-4 Series | Part of the ITT group with global service and manufacturing facilities

2016 more than 10,000 installed Hygienic Twin Screw Pumps | Largest Wet-gas MPC-pump MPC11 99.5% GVF – 3500 Am³/h

2011 Worldwide record twin screw pump HC 500 (capacity 5000 m³/h)

202012 New generation of SLH food & sanitary series pump | Launch of SLH-4 Series | Part of the ITT group with global service and manufacturing facilities
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